ABSTRACT. The set of all block-diagonal operators is a dense first category subset of the class (QD) of all quasidiagonal operators.
a G¿-dense subset of {QD). Since the block-diagonal operators are reducible, we conclude that (737?) is a first category subset of (QD).
(Incidentally: the class of all normal operators does not have this kind of problem because it is a closed subset of SS£(%?), disjoint from the class of all irreducible operators, and not invariant under compact perturbations.)
Let a(T) denote the spectrum of T G S3f(ß^), and let cre(T) denote its essential spectrum, that is, the spectrum of T + S%{%?) in the quotient Calkin algebra S5f{^')/S%'{^').
Recall that A G o{T) is a normal eigenvalue if A is an isolated point of o~(T) and the Riesz spectral invariant subspace £?(T; A) corresponding to the clopen subset {A} of a{T) is finite dimensional. (This is equivalent to saying that A is an isolated point of cr(T)\cTe(T).) Let ct0(T) denote the set of all normal eigenvalues of the operator T.
Since (737)) is first category in {QD), the following is, perhaps, the best possible result that we can expect, along the lines of [1, 7] .
THEOREM. The subset of all those T in {QD) such that (i) interior a(T) = <f>; (ii) dim^(T; A) = 1 for all A G a0{T), and %* = \j{%?(T; A): A G <r0(T)};
(iii) T is irreducible; and (iv) given e (0 < e < 1), there exists B G (737?) and K£ G Ji(^), with \\K¿\ < e, such that T = (l + A£)73(l + A£)-1, is a G s-dense subset of (QD).
PROOF. First
Step. Let {Pn}%Lx be a fixed increasing sequence of finite rank orthogonal projections, converging strongly to 1. Let (QD)n be the set of all those T in (QD) satisfying the following conditions (i)n interior a(T) does not include a disk of radius 1/n, and there exists a finite rank Riesz idempotent E (for T) such that (ii)n ||£-.E'||<l/n, (iii)n ct(T I ran E) consists of exactly rank E distinct normal eigenvalues, and (iv)n ||Pn7ÍPn-P"||<l/n. By using the upper semicontinuity of the spectrum, and the continuity properties of the Functional Calculus, it is not difficult to check that (QD)n is an open subset of {QD) (see, e.g., [ It is completely apparent that every T in (QD)ftI satisfies (i) and (iii). Moreover, since T satisfies (ii)n, (iii)n and (iv)n for all n -1,2,..., it is not difficult to infer that T admits a sequence {Ek}kLi of finite rank Riesz idempotents such that EkEh = EhEk -Ek for 1 < k < h, a(T\ ranEk) consists of exactly rankEk distinct normal eigenvalues of T, and Ek -* 1 (strongly) and ||7£fc -Ek\\ -> 0 (i -+ oo).
It readily follows (as in [1, 7] ) that T also satisfies (ii). If E, F are idempotents such that EF -FE = E (so that ran E c ran 7^), ranE ran F Q ran E, %* QranF and we define has the desired form, that is, T also satisfies (iv). Second
Step. It only remains to show that (QD)°rr is dense in {QD).
Claim. (QD)° n (73L>) is dense in (QD).
Let A G (QD) and let n > 0 be given. G. R. Luecke proved in [8] that invertible quasidiagonal operators are dense in {QD). Let {Afc}j£_0 be an enumeration of all those complex numbers whose real and imaginary components are rational numbers (Aq = 0). By Luecke's result, there exists An. G {QD) invertible, such that ||A -, An so that Ak -Xj is invertible Ao||<n/2.
Assume we have already constructed An, Aj, for 0 < j < k < n, and IliAfc-A,)-1!!-1^{ k = j,j + 1,...,n;j = 0,1,2,...,n). with respect to some orthonormal basis {ej(n)}rfLi of the (finite dimensional) subspace of Dn (n = 1,2,... ).
Since ae{D) = oe(C){c o{C)) has empty interior and D is block-diagonal, we can easily check that (The '-entries are exactly the same as for Dn, n = 1,2,... ) such that moreover, E can be chosen so that ^{E; X) has dimension one for each A € cr0{E). It follows from our construction that E G {QDf n (737?) and \\A-E\\<Zm
Since n can be chosen arbitrarily small, we deduce that (QD)° n (737?) is dense in {QD).
Therefore, (Q7?)° is a G¿-dense subset of (Q7?). Since (Q7?)irr = (Q7?) n {T G Sfi^í?) : T is irreducible} is also a G^-dense subset, we conclude that (Q7?)Prr = (Q7?)° n (Q7?)irr is a G¿-dense subset of {QD).
The proof of the theorem is now complete. D REMARK. Since biquasitriangular operators are norm-limits of algebraic operators [5, Chapter 6, 11] , and the spectrum of an algebraic operator is finite (and therefore totally disconnected and with empty interior), the same kinds of arguments show that the subsets 
